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Introduction
Who will this book help?

This book is a risk management guide for employees or

volunteers in smaller and community-based charities

who find themselves unexpectedly in serious

management. You may not be sure of professional

business language and culture, yet have to understand

it. You are all too aware of what could go wrong in

your own organisation, but may not have learned the

tools to assess and manage those possibilities.

Rather than high-level risk (such as trustee compliance

or failure to create strategy), this book focuses on

project risk at the grass roots – the small details which

can make an organisation fail or succeed.

What will it give you?

This book aims to unpack risk. It will help you to

understand that looking at what could go wrong and

planning what you might do about it is far more about

creativity and being prepared than it is about fulfilling

some external requirement. It will give you the

language and the tools to meet risk head on and to

create appropriate responses to it. It includes a blank

risk management plan on page 14 for you to refer to as

you go along and use as a basis for your own plan.
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Chapter 1

Defining risk
This chapter defines risk and riskmanagement
and demonstrates its usefulness.

Let’s begin with a story.

Case study

A credit union in a socially deprived area had one employee –
the manager. The trustee board thought it was unlikely that
she would leave. But as it happened she unexpectedly put in
her notice, so the job then had to be advertised.

But this wasn’t all bad news . . . Some time ago, the supervisory committee (a
sub-committee of the board of trustees) conducted a risk assessment and
realised that, although it was unlikely that she would leave, the whole
organisation was at risk if this single employee was not available for work. All
the other staff were volunteers and didn’t have the kind of operational
knowledge she held. Also, it assessed that if marketing was not done in a
planned way, there might not be enough customers to allow the credit union
to achieve the financial stability that it wanted.

To reduce the risk, the committee took its assessment to the board. The board
decided to appoint an assistant manager, in case of the manager’s sudden
departure, and to develop a marketing strategy.

Two people applied for the single post of assistant manager and both turned
out to be terrific. Not wanting to lose talent, and having realised during its risk
assessment that it was in the financial position to make two appointments, the
credit union offered posts to both applicants. By doing the risk assessment, the
committee and the board saved the credit union from a difficult situation. It
meant that the board was prepared to make new appointments and that it
could also grasp the opportunity of appointing an applicant who was strong
on marketing. Despite the manager leaving, the board retained some
continuity and had two strong internal candidates to apply for the vacant post.
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Creative preparedness

This is a positive story on the back of what is often seen

to be a dreary task – risk management. When it is a

part of the day-to-day life of an organisation, good risk

management is about being creatively prepared for

anything. And that is what this book is about.

Case study

Elizabeth, a risk consultant who had worked with hundreds of

organisations over many years, wished she could say that she’d

seen more evidence of good practice. When visiting an

organisation to help with its creative direction, she would ask the person

responsible to see their risk management plan. More often than not, they

would look blank and might recall that there was something about risk in an

annual report somewhere . . . A few dusty heaps later, they would dig it out!

Other organisations would produce theirs rapidly, and in electronic format –

an indicator that, wonderfully, the plans were used on a daily basis.

However, again and again she observed that these plans usually dealt with

very high-level risk: preparing the board for its responsibilities or ensuring

that managers are able to address legal requirements.

These high-level risk management plans weren’t

wrong: organisations should indeed have them in

place. However, risk management needs to be far

broader and more all-encompassing to support an

organisation fully.

This book encourages you to look at risk management

from a project manager’s point of view rather than an

accountant’s: as a motivation to enliven projects, not

just as being necessary by law.

Here is an example of risk management for a project

with young people, and how it could be improved.

Defining risk
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